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SYNOPSIS
i
Methods are developed ,for the analysis of beam~and~column sub-
assemblages', which constitute 'a part of a two-dimensional multi-story
frame. A subassemblage consists essentially of a column which is
framed at its two ends with beams '0'£ known prope'rties. When such a
struct~re is subjected to load, the beams will deform with the column
and thus provide rotational restraint at the ends of the column. The
strength of the subassemblage therefore depends on not only the strength
of the column member but also that of the beams.
"Two types of subassemblages are analyzed by the procedures
presented herein; namely, the sway type and the non"sway type. A sway
subassemblage is a subassemblage whose upper joint may translate with
respect to the lower joint when subjected touload. Any horizontal force
which is applied to the subassembl~ge is resisted by the column and the
restraining beams. In· a nonsway subassemblage, translation of the joints
is assumed to be prevented and the lateral forces applied at the level
of the joints are resisted directly by the supports. Thus, in general,
the behavior of the two types of structures is quite different.
Another problem which is studied by the method developed for non-
sway subassemblages is the analysis of beam-columns continuous over
several supports. The problem has its practical importance in the analy-
sis and design of columns in a multi-story frame.
The m~thods of analysis developed are graphical in nature and
can be used to study both the elastic and inelastic behavior of the various
subassemblag~s. When the analysis is carried into the inelastic range,
the ultimate strength of the~ubassemblages can also, be determined. The
methods are first presented for the general case of the two types ~f
subasse~blages ~nd are subsequently simplified to provide -solutions to
some special ,cases. Numerical examples. are included to illustrate th~
applicat~on of the methods.
".:
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1 .' , IN,TRODUCTION
-1
In the past decade, the plastic method of designing steel structures
has received wide acceptance by the structural engineering profession and
~ • ~ ~ I ~
a large number of building frames have been successfully designed by this
, : 1
method. Because only limited information is available concerning the
behavior of tall building frames, the current specificatio'n limits the
application of such 'method to si~gle and two story frames 2 . The prom:Lse
which the plastic method has shown in the design of low buildings has en~
couraged further research into the plastic strength of multi-story building
frames. Such a rese'arch program is currently underway at the Fritz
Epginee~ing Laboratory of Lehigh University. ',1
In discussing the behavior of multi-story frames, it is convenient, to
classify the frames into two categories: braced frames and unbraced frames.
In the following, the structural action of these two types of frames will
be separately described.
, The deformed coqfiguration· qf a braced three-story, three-bay frame
is .illustrated in .F,ig. 1a. If the b,racing members of the frame are suffi-
ciently strong to resis't the horizontal forces, the lateral deflection of
the ends of the columns will generally be very small, and, for purposes ,of
analysis, the columns may be assumed to be fi~ed against horizontal move-
ment at the floor levels. To determine the strength of a column, such as
c'olumn AB in Fi'g. la, it is possible to isolate the column s§,gment and 'its
neighboring membets from the frame and treat this beam-and-column sub-
assemblage as a unit. Figure Ib shows' the subassemblage representing the
structural action of column AB: In this subassemblage, the restraints
offered by th~ beam members which are not framed directly into the columns
are approximated by springs a~ the f~r ends of the adjacent beams and columns.
It has been shown that these restraints do not influence sign~iicantly the
b h · f th 1 · t ' 3e aVlor 0 e co umn 10 quee 10n • In ~erforming an engineering analysis
the restraining effect at the far ends can be estimated or even neglected.
Consequently, the strength of column AB can be readily analyzed when the
behavior of the beams and columns connected to its upper and lower ends
is known. The analysis of the beam-and-column su-bassemblage can there~ore
1r:}
be made by considering the si~p~ified arrangement shown in Fig. Ie. The
restraining effects of the neighboring beams and columns are represented
by two rotational restraints, each having a known characteristic.
The behavior of an unbraced multi~story frame differs considerably
from that of a braced f~ame. This can be seen by comparing the deformation
of the two types of frames under load. Figure 2a shows the deflected con-
figuration of the frame in Fig. 1a when the bracing members are removed.
The frame will deflect laterally upon applicat~on of the external load,
and the upper end of each column will translate through a certiain distance
with re~pect to the lower end. This uauses additional moments in the
columns. The magnitude of these moments depends on the amount of trans-
lation and on the intensity of axial forces in the columns.
. The analysis of a column subjected to translation can also be made by
isolating its neighboring members from the structure and for~ing a
beam-and-column subassemblage. A subassemblage that would represent the
behavior of column AB of the frame in Fig. 2a i~ illustrated in Fig. 2b. In
this subassemblage the resistance to sway offered by the members which are
not directly framed into the column is represented by lateral springs. The
characteristics of the springs depend'on the lateral rigidity of the entire
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frame. In studying the behavior of column AB in the' subassemblage, the
rotational restraints offered by the adjacent beams and columns are replaced
by springs as was done in the previotis case. Thus, a simplified s~bassem­
blage as shown in Fig~ 2c is obtained~' This subassemblage may be thought
of as a restrained column with· joint translati'on;.,
This report treats the analysis of beam-and-column subassemblages
loaded by external forces (horizontal and vertical) and bending moments.
Both the sway and nonsway types of subassemblages will be studied. To
simplify the discussion, the solutions developed will be for the subassem-
blages shown in Figs. Ie and 2c. However, sQbassemblages comprised of real
beams and columns ,'will also be considered after the development made on
these simple subassemblages is completed.
The reasons for the -study of ~ubassemblages'are: 1) The analysis of
an entire multi-story,' multi-bay frame is almo.st prohibitive if stability
and/or deflection effects are a predominant consideration, and 2) Subassem-
blages with conservative assumptions with regard to end conditions can be
used in the analysis and design of indivudual members and of groups of
members 0
The types of subassemblages which adequately describe the action of a
portion of a frame and the effect of various types of loading on the choice
of subassemblages will be studied in a subsequent report.
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1.1 PREVIOUS RESEARCH
Numerous theoretical and experimental studies have been made on the
behavior of- beam-aud-column subassemblages in the elastic and elastic-
plastic range. These studies deal primarily with the determination of the
load carrying capacity of such structures when translation of the joints
is prevented (nonaway cqse). A comprehensive survey of the state of
knowledge up to 1959 can be found in Ref. 4. In 1960, a systematic
5
approach to restrained columns without sway was developed by Ojalvo who
emphasized the use of nomographs in solving such problems. The same
problem has also be~n investigated by Collins and Sidebottom using a
6
computer analysis. Ojalvo's work was further extended by Levi to include
7
a general treatment of the various problems. He also developed criteria
for stability and adequacy for a general s~bassemblage. Recently, an
experimental program was conducted at the Fritz Engineering Laboratory to
8
check, the theoretical solutions obtained by Ojalvo and by Levi.
In contrast to the extensive work done on nonsway subassemblages, only
few attempts have been made to study the behavior of subassemblages with
9 10
sway. A very simple case has been analyzed by Oxfort and by Knothe using
11
an approximate method originally proposed by Merchant In 1962~ Levi
extended his method of solution to tak~ into account the effect of sidesway
7
and developed a general procedure for analyzing sway subassemblages .
8
Subsequently, experiments on subassemblages with sidesway were performed .
This report summarizes the studies made by Levi on beam-aod-column
subassemblages as reviewed above. Examples will be given to illustrate the
application of the procedures developed for the various problems.
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1.2 SCOPE OF DEVELOPMENT
The beam-and-column subassemblages studied in this report are
summarized in Fig .. 3 ~ ·To simplify the presentation, -the'l two types of
subassemblages; namely, the sway and nonsway subassemblages, will be
treated as separate ptoblems. In all the cas~s, ,the following are
assumed to be known: the length and the -cross-section of the column,
-5
the, properties of the restr~ining members, and the magnitude of the axial
forcei* Additional quantities are specified in certain cases.. The
purpose of the analysis' is -to' determine either the ultimate mome-nf-carrying
capacity or, for the sway subassemblages, the max~mum value of the'hori-
zontal force. In almost all the.,procedures developed herein, graphical
techniques are used tb obta~n the solutions.
First, a general method for analyzing subassemblages which are prevented
from sidesway is presented. The method is an adaptation of the restrained
". 5 7 12
column theory developed prev1ous1y " and is applicable to any type of
nonsway subassernblages. This will be followed by a number of special
methods which are developed for the following cases:
1. Subassemblages with symmetrical loading and restraint
2G Subassemblages with antisymmetrical loading
,'3G Subassemblages 'with one end free' of external moment
4. Subassemblages ~with. one -'end fixed against rotation
5. Beam-columns continuous over several supports.
The articles where the various methods are presented are listed in Fig. 3.
* The material properties of the members are always assumed to be given.
-6
Next, the analysis of subasaemblages which are permitted to sway· is
treated in detail. Three add~tional ~ffects, which do not occur in
nonsway subassembl~es, are ·included in the analysis; namely, the effects
of the sway deflection" the horizontal force and the lateral ,restraint.
Methods ~il1 be developed for the g~neral subassemblages for the
following ;two cases: (1) When the lower joint moment and the horizontal
force are specified, determine the ma~imum value of ·the upper joint moment
which can be carried by a given subassemblage, and (2) When the two jo~nt
moments are known~ determine the maximum hori~ontal force. The general
methods are subsequently simplified and applied to the following four
types of $ubassemblages:
1. Subassemblages loaded by joint moments only and ~ree to
sway in the lateral direction.
2. Subassemblages loaded by joint moments and restrained against
~idesway by a specified lateral restraint.
3. Subassemblages pinned at one end and subjected to a
horizontal force.
4. Subassemblages pinned at one end and subjected to a
combination of horizontal force and external moment.
These subassemblages were selected to illustrate separately the three
effects associate~ with sway subassemblages as mentioned above. The
properties of the subassemblages,are show~ in Fig. 3.
A separate study on the sidesway buckling of subassemblages is also
included in this report. An analytical criterion is first p~esented for
subassemblages with one end pinned. The criterion is later generalized and
a graphical method applicable to general subas$emblages is developed.
273.11
The various proce~ures presented her~in'are" essentially graphical
-7
methods and depend on the availability of certain types of charts. These
13
charts have been developed in ah'earlier study and thair use will be
,described briefly in the later development. A few sample charts which
will be used in solving the illustrating problems given in this report
are included in Appendices A, B" and" ~C . In prepari.ng the charts , it has
been assumed that the subassemblages are made of material which behaves
in an elastic and perfectly plastic manner* and that the individual
members contain cooling residual stresses of known magnitude' and
distribution.** More detailed discussion concerning the charts can be
found in Ref. 13.
'Throughout this study, . the subassemblagesare asiumed to be
sufficiently braced to prevent out-af-plane deformation. F~il~re is
therefore ~ue to either exces~ive bending or~bucklirtg in the plane of
the structures.
* The- material constants used in preparing- the charts- are: yield stress
0y = 33 ksi and Young's modulus E = 30,000 ksi.
** A linearly varying symmetrical residual stress pattern with a maximum
compressive stress of 0.3ay occurring at the flange tips is adopted.
This pattern has been used in previous studies on beam-columns and
restrained columns 12 ,13,14.
-8
2. ANALYSIS OF SUBASSEMBLAGES WITHOUTSIDESWAY
2.1 GENERAL DEFINITION AND SIGN CONVENTIO~
This article is concerned with the analysis of the carrying capacity
of subassemblages prevented from sidesway. A typical subassemblage -to be
analyzed is shown in Fig. 4. !he carrying capacity of such a structure is
measured by the amount of external moments at the upper and lower joints,
(Me)U and (Me)L' together with the axial thrust which the structure is able
to sustain. The column in the subassemblage is assisted in resisting the
joint moments by rotational ~prings with known characteristics. The moment-
rotation characteristics of the springs can be either linear (restraining
members remain elastic) or nonlinear (restraining members are partially
plastlc). Aa shown in Fig. 4, the springs react to the joint rotations
Qu and QL with restraining moments (~) and (Mr)L' while the column
carries the end moments ~ ~ndML which are compatible with the joint
rotations,
The sign convention for moments and end rotations adopted in the
analysis is as follows: The external joint moments, (Me)U and (Me)L and the
moments ,M
U
and ~ ~cting at the ends of the column are positive when clock-
wise, and the testrain~ng moments offered by the springs, (M) and (M )L'
r U r
are positive when counterclockwise. The rotations Q
U
and Q
L
are positive
when the tangent to the deformed curve of the column has rotated clockwise
from its original direction. Thus, all quantities shown in ,Fig. 4 are
positive.
273.11
2.2 METHOD OF ANALYSIS
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5.
3.
4.
From the above description it is evident that the following variables
wLll effect the behavior of a subassemblage:
1. The height of the subassemblage, h, or the slenderness ratio
of its column h/r.
2. The axial force P, or the ratio of the axial force to the
yield force of the column s~ction, PIP •
; y
The external moments (Me)u and (Me)L*'
The r~straining moments (Mr)U and (Mr)L*'
The column moments "MU and ML*~
6'0 The end rotatipns 9 au'd g' •
U L
The external moments, restraining moments and column moments are
related by the joint equilibrium conditions
(Mr)U + Mu
(Mr)L +,~"
(la)
(lb)
Compatibility requires~that.the restraint and the column rotate
through the same angle at a joint. When the characteristics of the
restraints are known, the restraining moments can be 'expressed as
functions of the end rotations
FU (QU' properties of restraining members)
= F
L
(QL' properties of restraining members)
(2a)
(2b)
* These moments can also be expressed nondimensionally as the ratios of
their values to the yield moment of the column sectionM , for example,
(Me)u/My. Y
= q-r
,U
·~10 .
. 7
In the previous studies on beam-columns " it has 'been found that
the following functional relationships exist among the variables Mu, ML,
*QU and 9L :
Mu .J
qL = 'fL (ML , QL) (3a)~L
Q
u
1
= gL(qL~' qL) (3b)
in ~hich the symbol qL r~presents the rati:o of the moment of the upper end
to that of the lower end and is taken to be positive when the two moments
act in the same sense.
Equations 1, 2 and 3 make, up s,ix independent equations relating the'
variables. When h/r, P/Py ' <Me)L and the restraining functions are given,
there are seven unknowps to be determined. These unknowns are <Me)U' (Mr)U'
(Mr)'L' Mu' ~, QU and Qt· Since only·s·ix equations are available, the
system is indeterminate to the first degree.
However, by assuming a value of QL~ the equations can be solved
for the other unknowns. If the analysis is repea~td~for several values
of Qt, a 'curve relating <Me)U "an~ GLcar;t be constructed. The maximum
po.int on this turve corresponds to the desired ultimate value of (Me)u'
* An alternate set of Ithe functional relationships is
~
MU
QL = gu (quMu, q~)
I..
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The solution of six simultane'ouB equations 'for _~ach assumed Q' can be
L
avoided ,by\u~ing the, charts contain~d.in AppendixA. - Each chart relates
the variables ~, ~\ and qL or, equivalently, ~, Q
u
and qu for a given
combination ~f P/Py and ~/r. The procedure for determining (Me)U for an
assumed Q is as follows: Corresponding to an assumed g , the restrainingL _. _ L·
moment (Mr)L is f~rst computed from the known restraining function of the
lower joint; the moment applied to th~._.lower ',e"nd of the coillmn can then be
determined from Eq~ lb, M = (M) - (M ) 4 With M and g known, the
. ~ .. ~ ~ L ,.-' r L L L
moment ratio of the lower ~~d, qL' can be found from the chart in Appendix
A, corresponding to the given combination of PiP and h/r. By definition,
"y
the moment of the upper end is given by M ~ q M and the corresponding
U .L L
moment ratio is qu = l/qL' ,The rotation QU can be found by reentering the
same chart with the values of MU .and qu jus.t determined. When Ql,J is known,
the restraining moment (~) caq be computed from the given restraining
U
function of the upper joint~ The external joint moment (M) is finallye,u
determined, according 'to Eq. la, as the sum of M and (M) . The following
U r U
example will illustrate the application of thelmethod.
Illustrative, Example, 1-
PROBLEM: Given, a subasseinbl.age (see the inset, in Fig. 5) whose
column member has a slenderness ratio of 40 and is.subjected·to a constant
axial force P = O.6P and a constant external moment (M) = -O.5M
. y ',': e L. Y
(counterclockwise moment). The restraining functions are given by
(M )= 25 M 9 and (M) = 120_ 5 M,yQ
u
• It is, assumed that the restraints
r L Y L r U
-will reach their limiting capacities when (Mr)L = 0.5 M and' (M) = O. 3M ~
Y r U Y
-12
Find the ;elationship between the. external momenta~ the upper joint,
++'1I l '
(Me)U' and the rotation at the lower joint, 9L, and the maximum value
of (Me)U'
SOLUTION:. Fi~st, values of Q
L
are chosen and tabulated in Column 1
of Table 1. The restraining moment corresponding to e~chQL is compute4
from the lower restraining function and is listed in Column 2. By sub-
tracting the restraining moment from the external joint moment, the
column momen't, at the lower end is obtained. Thts is given in Column 4.
From the '~,chart in Appendix A (for the case P = O.'.6.P and h = 40r) the
J y
moment ratio qL is determined and recorded in Column 5. rhe nagative
, .
sign of qL indicates that the moment at the upper end is clockwise. The
moment ratio of the upper end, q , is computed by taking the inverse of
U .:
qL and is given. in Column 6. Multiplying the lower column moment by qL
gives the moment at the upper encl. The re$ult is listed in Column 7.
:: .:. ~ ..
With M and q , the same chart is entered to find Q (Column 8) from which
U U U
the restraining moment at the upper end is determined (Column 9). Adding
Columns 7 and 9 yields the external joint moment which is in equilibrium
with the given external l.J1oment,-~~at ,the lower end and the assumed g. The
L
values of (M) and Q listed in Columns 7,an.d 10 are all positive,e U' U .'
indicating clockwise sense.
The results obtained in Table 1 are.plotted as a (M) VB. ~U.·curve
e U
in.,'Fig. 5. The maximum moment of the subassemblage corresponds to the
peak of the curve and is. found to be 0.72 M .
y
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2 . 3 STABIL,I'rY'CRITER,ION.
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Figure 5 shows that corresponding to a spe~ified value of the external
joint moment there are two end rotations, each repr~s~nti~g a possible
equilibrium configuration of the sub'assemblage',: One c'onfig1:1ration
represents a stable equilibrium "(point A) and the other an unstable equi-
librium (point C). The peak of the curve (point B) determines the limit
of stability, ~ince an increase in g 'would ~equire a decrea~e in (M) ,L u
At this limit, then,
d(Me)U
---= 0dQL
Also, since (M) is constant
8·L
(4)
d(M )
e L
4~L .
= 0 (5)
Substituting the expressions for (M) and (M) from Eqs, 1 into Eqs,
e D' e L
4 and 5 results ip
o (6a)
(6b)
The restraining moments ,(Mr)U and (Mr)L are functions of gu andgL,
re?pectively, and the column moments M 'and M are each functions of
D L
both gu and Q1 , (See" Eqs, 2 and 3)" In the abov~ example, however, it·
was obse~ved l~hat once' a value of Q • h the t t' Q thL 18 C osen, ro a 10n U' e
column moment M and the restraining moment (M) 'of t~e upper eQd can be
U r U
-14
uniqu~ly determined. Therefore Q is the only independent variable.
L
Upon application of the chain rule of partial differentiation, Eqs. 6
become
(7a)
(7b)
Eliminating dQU from the above equations leads to
dQL
(8)
loads.
Equation 8 defines the limit of stability 'for the general case of a
nons~ay subassemblage.
A Jsimpler method of checking, stability is developed in the next
article.
2.4 CRITERION OF ADEQUACY
A subassemblage is considered adequate if it can resist the applied
loads in a stable equilibrium configuration. It will be shown that a
subassemblage is adequate if it is possible to find a deformed shape in
equilibrium with some loads which are equal to or greater than the applied
For the case of constant P/Py and constant (Me)L~ the criterion
can be expressed as follows: If there exists at least one 9L such that
equilibrium and compatibil~ty result in
'(Mr)L + ~ = (~\ (9a)
-15
\.' _" ~ ~.l .
and
(9b)
then the suba~semblage'is adequate.-
~ .'. I- j
When (Me)L is constant and a lower joint rotation 9L has been
. ~
chosen, equilibrium at the lower joint and the resulting deform~d shape
determine 9u , which fixes the vahle of (~r)u and Mu necessary for
equilibri\1m .. If the 'sum of (M)- and MU ~s equal to or greater than, '. . r U ~If
1~t
the applied ext~rnal moment, then th~ column is adequate.
.,
•
A proof of the _c~iterion\for adequ~cy is given in Appendix D.
I
2.5
Under special '~onditions of loading and restraint, ~he behav-
ior of a subassemb1age can be described by ... a reduced number o.~ variables.
The study of these cases is o~ practical interest because they usually
~' ,.
- I
repr~sent extreme conditions Of geometry and/or loading of the general '
caseo
1.:],_ (1) ~ubassemblages with Symmetrical Loading and Restraint
. f
When a subassemb1age with equal r~straining beams is subjected
to equal.~j bU,t opposite external moments, its column wil.'l be bent into a
symmetric~l copfiguration, (See Fig. 6a). The moments and the rotations at
~ : - I
the two ends of the column. will be ·,equal, but of opposite sense. The end
1
. ~ .Th1S ~pecial case has beenmoment ratio, q, is th~refor~eqtial to -1.
.....'7 ~
r
solved in Refo 5, and a design method~along_with a concept of adequacy has
been developed in Refo l5~ ,The case·i~ treated here for comp1eteness~
,.'
\ ' ••~I'
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In this case, only' one equation for joint equilibrium is required
M = M + M
e r
(10)
and only one restraining funGtion needs to be defined. If the magnitud~
of the axial force and the slenderness ratio of the column are specified,
the moment M varies only with the end rotation; and the ~elation6hip can
e
be determined very simply by a graphical method.
A subassemblage bent into a symmetrical configuration is adequate
when a rotation Q can be found such that
M + M ~ M
r ~
(11)
Inequality 11 insures that the moment-carrying capacity of the ~tructure
is equal to or greater than the applied moment.
The types of problems that can be studied for a 'symmetrical
subassemb1age are: 1) Given a r,estraining function and the magnitude of
the axial force in the column, find the -maximum external moment which the
~ystem can support, and 2) Given a restraining function and the magnitude
of the axial force, check if the system is adequate to carry a specified
amount of external moment.
Illustrative Example 2
PROBLEM: A subassemblage whose column length h is equal to 30r is
deformed symmetrical by two joint moments of equal magnitude.~ The
compressive force ,in the column is equal to 0.81' ; and the restrainingy
function, is defined by M = 12.5 M Q. It is required to determine:
r y
1) the moment carrying capacity of the struct~re, and 2) the adequacy of
the system to support an external joint moment of M = 0,2 M , using the
e .y
criterion for adequacy stated by Eq. 11.
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SOLUTION:, The· determina,tion o'f' the ultimate moment of the subassemblage
is illustrated in ,Fig j 7 .. : Thel-mo.ment-rotation ch'aracteristic of the column
is defined by curve -CAB in F~'g. 7a*, and that of the spring is represented
by a straight line with a slope of ~12.5. The latter is shown inverted in
Fig. 7a. For a given external moment M equilibrium is represented by the
e .
point of intersection of the two curves (point A in the figure). Since the
slope" of the spring curve is constant, the maximum value of the external
moment is the one which will result in tangency of the two curves. That is
dM
dQ =~
dM '
r'
'dQ'
When the spring moment is added to the column moment, a curve relating the
externa~ moment to the end rotation is obtained. This curve is shown in
Fig. 7b. The limit of stabil~ty, which is- represent~~ by point B, occurs
for the same rotation as the point of tangency of Fig. 7a. The ultimate
joint moment of the system iJ found to be 0.285 M .
. ' y
If it is only necessary to check the adequacy of the system to support
a given moment, the analysis can be made very simply without resorting to
the graphical technique. In the second part of the problem, if a value of
Q can be found which will result in a pair of Mr and M values satisfying
Eq. 11, then the system is adequate. A trial value of g = 0.002 rad. is
assumed, and the corresponding restraining moment is M = 12.5 x 0.002 M
: r . y
0.025 M. From the moment-rotation curve of the column, the end moment M
y
for the assumed 9 is found to be M = 0.1 M. The total resisting moment isy
therefore equal to M + M ; 0.125 M ~ This ~ornent is less than the applied
r y
* The moment-rotation curve of the column is taken from the second chart
in Appendix B corresponding to P/Py = 0.8 and h/r = 30.
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moment M = 0.2 M. A Q equal to 0.004 is next assumed, and restraining
e y
moment and colu~n moment are found to· be O.OS M audO.ISS M , respectively.
, 'y y
The sum of ~hese moments is 0.205 * which is, greater ~han the applied
y
moment, The subassemblage is therefore ad~quate.
(2) Subassemblages With Antisymmetrical Loa9ing
If a subassemblage with equal restraining beams is subjected to equal
external moments M applied in the same sense) its deformed shape will be
'e
antisymmetrical, as shown in Fig. 6b. The magnitude of the end moments
and end rotations will again be equal. The method described previously
for the analysis of symmetrical subassemblages can also be used in this
case. The only modification is that the moment~rotation curves of the
columns should be determined for the double curvature configuration,
instead of the symmetrical configuration. The required curves for the
column can be obtained from the chart in Appendix B (for the case of a
column subjected to one end moment), using an effective slenderness ratio
equal to half of the actual value.
For columns with slenderness ratios less than 40, previous studies
14
have shown that the maximum moment will occur at the end of the members
Therefore the ultimate moment that can be carried by the column may be
assumed to be equal to the plastic moment of the section reduced for the
effect of axial force (usually denoted by M ).pc
(3) Subassemblages With One End Free of Moment
Another special case occurs when a subassemblage' has no restraining
beam and is free of applied moment at one end. This is ahown in Fig. 6c.
In analyzing such a structure, the required moment-rotation curve of the
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column can also be obtained 'from the chart contairied, {~ Appendix B (for
the case 0.£ 8" 'column 'subjected to one end moment). Extensive charts
cbvering ~ wide tange ofP/P and h/r are available in Ref. 12. This case
y 5
has been solved by OjalvQ in an earlier study. The analysis can readily
be mad'e by following the procedure described previously for the symmetrical
caseo If the slenderness ratio of the column is less than 30, its moment
12
carrying capacity will be close to the plastic moment MPc of the section ·
The maximum joint moment that can be carried by the subassemblage is
therefore equal to the sum of the plastic moment of the column and the
maximum restraining moment that can be provided by the beam.
(4) Subassemblages With ,One End Fixed
When one end of a subassemblage is fixed against rotation (Fig. 6d),
it is again possible to simplify the analysis by using the charts developed
specially for this case o From these charts the moment vSo rotation
relationships of columns which are fixed at one end can be obtained. A
sample chart for Pip = 0.4, 0.6 and 0 ..8, with slenderness ratio h/ry
equal to 30, is included in.Appendix B.
The case can be solved very simply. 'after the required moment-rotation
curve for the column is constructed. The m~thod outlined in (1) may be
followed. For a subassemblage with column slenderness ratio less than
about 40, the maximum external moment of the system can again be
determined as the sum of M and the limiting restraining moment.pc
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(5) 'Subassemblages That Can, Be Solved by Stat~cs
For certain restrai~t ,conditions, it is possible to analy~e and
design subassemblages without recourse to compatibility. It has already
been pointed out that when a column, with_ h/r less than a certain value,
is pinned at one end or is bent in double curvatvre, the maximum moment
will often occur at one or both ends of the member. Columns fixed at
one end fall also into this category, as they are also bent in double
curvature. When such columns are restrained by beams having known moment
resisting capacities (s~e the spring curves in Fig. 8), the ultimate joint
moment is equal to the sum of the ultimate moments of the beams and that
of the column (Fig. 8a)
For such cases, the lower bound theorem of plastic theory ho~ds. When the
restraining beams behave in an elastic and perfectly plastic manner, but
the column has a peak beyond whi~h it must unload, the ultimate strength
of the subassemblage is again determined by Eq. 12, if .the rotation
corresponping to yielding of the restr~ining beams is smaller than the
rotation correspon~ing to the maximum column moment (Fig. 8b).
(13)
However, the joint can not rotate further than Q before unloading of
max
the structure takes place.
If the restriction imposed by Eq. 13 is met, the ultimate external
moment of a subassemblage is also thee sum of the maximum moments of the
restraining beam and co1umn~
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2.6 ,CP~~~,S. CPN~~~~OUS OVER SEVERAL SUPPORTS
,The procedure described in Art. 2.2 can be adapted to analyze
contin~~us columns subjected to axial forces and external moments.
Figure, 9 shows a column which is fixed at one end and is continuous
ov~r ,five supports~ The distances between the suppor~s are designated
by hI' hZ'" .,hS ' Joint moments and axial forces are applied at the
levels of the support~ .. Each· j.oint is numbered and moment, axial force
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and rotation at a joint are distinguished by a subscript. Thus, at Joint
1, the external moment is M ~ the rotation is· Q , and th~ total axial
5 1 1
loads is L: p, The ,column moments are ,M and M ,at Joint 1" Joint
1 i 10 12
equilibrium requires that:
M = M .+ M
i i,i-1 i,i+l
(14)
and MS' ~d the corresponding ~otation~ Ql' Q3 ~d QS are positive.
I
According to the sign cocnventio,n adopted in ,Art,. 2.1, the moments M , M
1 3
The
other mom~nts and rotations shown in Fig. 9 are all negative,
The problem to be analyzed is the following: If the member size of
the column and the segment lengths h through h are given, and when all
1 5
the vertical forces Pl .... PS and the moments 10\, M
2
, M
3
and M4 are
specified, determine the relationship between MSand Q
S
and the maximum
value of M which .the column can sustain. The analysis can proceed from
5
the lowest segment by assuming a value of 9 and determining the corresponding
1
column moment M from the chart giving the, moment-rotation relationship of
10
fixed end column ,segm~nts (Appendix B). -The equilibri\lm condition at Joint 1
requires that the lower moment for the segment h 2 be given by MlZ = Mi - MlO '
With M and 9 known, the, upper column moment M _and.
12 1 21
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j oint rotation Q can be determined by the pr.ocedure outlined in ,Art ~ 2.2.
2
Charts of the type given in Appendix A are-used for this purpose. The
above analysis is repeated for the other three segments until a pair of
~5 and Q5 is found. This ,yields one equilibrium configuration. Additional
equilibrium configurations can be found by ,assuming different valu~s of
9
1
and repeating the above procedure.· When the various pairs of MS and
95 (each pair corresponding to one equilibrium configuration) are plotted,
a curve defining the relationship between M and 9 is obtained. From
5 5
this curve the maximum value of M can be determined. The following
5
example will illustrate the application of the method.
Illustrative Example 3
PROBLEM: Consider the continuous column shown in Fig. 10. It has
three equal segments, each having a length of 30r. An axial force P =
0.6 P acts at the t9P of the column, and two external moments M = 0.6 M
y 1 y
and M2 = -0.5 My are applied at Supports 1 and 2. Determine the relationship
between M3 and 93 and the maximum value of M3 .
SOLUTION: The first step in the' solution is to select several values
of Ql; each corresponds to a possible equilibrium configuration and will
result in a pair of ~ and Q3 values. Subseq'uent computations for the
various values of 91 can be ,performed. in a tabular form as shown in Table 2.
For each 9 ,M is found from the chart for fixed end columns given in
1 10
Appendix B. Since Ml is given, M12 can be co~uted by subtracting: M10
from MI' The moment ratio qI2 is obtained by entering the appropriate
chart of Appendix A with M and .9
1
, . :'"The' .moment' M is computed by
12 21
multiplying M1 by q ; and the~,moment ratio q is simply the inverse of2 12 21
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q Wi~h q and M known, the same chart in Appendix A can be entered
12 21 21
to determine 9 0 The above procedure is continued for the top segment
2
and the calculations finally yield'values of M3'2(=M3 ) and Q3 ' which are
compatible with the initial rqtation 9
1
and in equilibrium with the
applied moments and axial force. The four pairs of M and 9 obtained3' 3 '
in Table 2~ corresponding to t~e four selected values of Q , are plotted1, , '
in Fig. 11.
0.50 M 0
Y
From Ehis figure the maximum value of M is found to be
3
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3. ANALYSIS OF. SUBASSEMBLAGES WITH SIDESWAY
3.1 GENERAL DEFINITION AND SIGN, CONVENTION
If th~ upper joint of a subassemblage is allowed to translate with
respect t,o the lower joint, the subassemblage will g'~neral1y be deformed
into a swayed configuration when subjected to external loads. A typical
example of a sway subassemblage is illustrated in Fig. 12a. The subassem~
blage is loaded by external joint moments (Me)u and (Me)L and by a
vertical force acting directly on the top of the column. In addition) a
horizontal force Q is applied at the level of the upp~r joint. The
column in the structure is restrained at its two ends by beams (simulated
by springs) which react to joint rotations e and g' with moments (M )U L r U
aJ1q (Mr)V,:~,t.t;.h,e, ll,PP§!i :emLQf 1:;ge column a horizontal spring providing
lateral restraint against sidesway is attached. The spring has a stiffness
k and reacts, wi th a horizontal force k 6 to a lateral displacement 6. .
It is ,ass'umed that the characteristics of both the rotational and lateral
springs are known in a given problem.
As in the case of a nonaway subassemblage, the external moment applied
at each joint ~s carried partly by the column and partly by the rotational
restraint. The manner in which the joint moment is distributed depends
,-
on the moment-rotation characteristics of the column and the spring. In
addition to the externally applied moments, there are moments developed
in the subassemblage due to the lateral displacement 6 and the horizontal
shear V which is equal to the difference between Q and k 6'. These
moments are also carried jointly by the column and the rotational
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re$traints. It:. is important., that the effect \0£ these mome-uts, be pro}?erly
taken into account in the analysis of a sway subassemb1age.
For a g'iven subassemblage subjected ·to aapecified axial force· 1?,
, the following two pt.bblems may be investigated: 1) When the horizontal
force Q and on~ of the two external moments are given., dete:l:mine- the
maximum value of the other moment which can be safety carried by- the
structu~e, and 2) when both moments. are given, det~rmine the maximum value
of Q-. ·Solutions to both prabl,ems will be presented in ,Arts. 3.2 and,3.3.
the variables involved in the analysis of a subassemblage with
sidesway include the ten variables listed in Art. 2.2 plus the, following
three: the later'al deflection 6. , the horizontaL ,force' Q and the spr,ing
stiffness k. Thus, the total number of variable~ is thirteen. The ten
variables defined previously for nonaway subassemblages have the same
physical significance in analyzing subassemblages with~stch!sway. However,
in a sway subassemblage, the rotat~ons 9U and 9L
are interpreted slightly
different·ly. By definition Q and Q are the angl~s between th~ vertical
U L
(corresponding to the undeformed position of the column), and the tangent
of the deflected shape at the two ends. In the nonaway case, the
vertical coincide~ with the chord of the deflected column. This is no
longer true if the top of the column moves horizontally with respect to
the bottom. The joint rotations Qu and QL to be used in the subsequent
analysis of sway subassemblages are as ,indicat~d in .Fig. 12a.
The three new variables introduced above represent the effects of
lateral deflection and horizontal force. These: variables can be expressed
nondimensionally as !l/h, Q/P and k 6 Ip. The ratio 6./h can be seen to
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represent the rotation of the chord with, re~pect to the vertical.
The sign convention tor bending moments and joint rotations is the
same as that adopted in tbe previous discus$ions on nonsway subassemblages,
that is, clockw,ise ~oments acting on Joints or column ends' and clockwise
end rotations (measured from'the vertical) are consid~red positive. A
horizontal force ~s positive if it produces a clockwise moment about the
lower joint, A chord rotation is positive when the' chord of the deformed
column has rotated clockwise from the vertical position. 'According to
this sign convention, all quantities shown in ,Fig", 12a, except (Me)U'
(M) and k 6. , are pos tive.
e L
3.2 ~THOD OF ANALYSIS
As stated above the total number of variables involved in the analysis
of subassemblages with sidesway is thirteen. The equatid~s that can be
used to relate thes~ variables are two joint equilibrium equations
(M') = (M) + M
e U r U U
(M) = (M) + M
e L r L L
(1a)
(lb)
and two equations defining the restraining characteristics of the rotational
(Mr)U = FU (9U' properties of restraining members (2a)
(Mr}L =FL (9L, properties of restraining members)
In addition:the shear equilibrium of the column requires that
~ + ~ + P 4, + Vh ':= 0 (15)
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in which V represents the shear in the column and is equal to Q - k ~ .
Equation 15 can be deri~ed by considering the equilibrium of the column
shown in Fig~ l2b*.
In analyzing a given subassemblage, some of the thirteen variables
are usually given. In the following discussion, it will be assumed that the
slenderness ratio of the column h/r and the magnitude of the vertical force
P (or the ratio pip )-are the ~iven quantities and that the characteristicsy
of the rotational and lateral springs are known. The functional relations
o'f Eq. 2a artd2b a're specifi'ed when the pr.operties of the rotational springs
are given. Similarly, if the characteristic of the lateral spring is known,
the spring stiffness k can be considered as a known quantity. Thus, the
number ,of variables is reduced 'by five, and the remai,ningvariab1es are
Some of the above eight variables will also be specified in a given
problem. In the first t~pe of problem stated in Art. 3.1, the horizontal
force Q and one of the two external moments, (M) or (M ) , are given.
. e U e L
The known variables in the second type of problem are (Me)U and (Me)L.
So the total number of variables becomes six. As will be seen in the later
development, the proposed method of analysis requires that an initial joint
rotation ,(either Q or Q ) be assumed and subsequent analysis be 'made to
U ,L.
determine the value of either the unknown moment or the unknown horizontal
force consistent with the assumed joint rotation. Thus, in using this
procedure, only five variables need to be determined: (M) ( i f (M) is
e U e L
the known moment) or Q, MU' ML, 9U (if 9L is the assumed rotation) and ~/h.
* Equation 15 is written for a set of postive end moments MU and ML(clockwise), although the moments shown in Fig. 12b are- negative.
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The two joint equilibrium conditions (Eqs. la and Ib) and the shear
equilibrium condition (Eq. 15) constitute three basic equations that can
be used to solve the five unknowns. Two additional relationships are
necessary if a complete solution to the problem is sought. The charts
contained in Appendix C have been ~repared to provide the needed
relationships.
Before discussing the use of these charts'~, it is necessary to examine
the deformation behavior of an individual column subject to sway. In Fig.
12b is shown the deformed configurati9n of the column member isolated from
the subassemblage ~f Fig. l2a. The joint rotations QUand Q
L
and the
chord rotation ~/h are the same as those 'illustrated in Fig. l2a. Two
additional angles IU and IL relating, respectively, D. /h to QU' and 6./h
to Q , are also shown. These angles represent ,the rotations of the
, L
tangents from the chord and are POEl~t·tye if the tangents rotate clockwise
from the chord*. The column moments ~ and'ML are shown in their negative
sense, being consistent ·with the applied external joint moments. The shear
force V and the vertical force P form a resultant force acting along the
direction of the thrust line. Three. types of anglesj~, ~ and ~ may be
associate~ with .this line,. .~Cx.1J' andl~ ,are the angles measured from the
thrust line to the tangents at the two ends, and f3 is';~,the angle measured
from the same line to the chord. The angle ~ defines the direction of the
-I
thrust line and is given by l' = tan ·· ..,.. VIP. It has been shown tha~ in
practical cases this angle may be assumed to be equal to v/~, because'P is
13
usually much greater than V , All angles are positive when theYrepres~nt
clockwise rotations from the thrust line.
* )'u and 1'1. as shown in Fig.12b are therefore negative.
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Using' the de·finitions and sign convention stated above; the angles
<:Xu and C\ can be expressed in terms of Q'" Q and 1:.U' L
CXu = rr + QU
ex = l' + QL L
and the angle ~ is given by
~ = l' + 6/h
I'tt Q ~/hU
and
/' = 9 - 6./hL L
(16a)
(16b)
(17)
(18a)
(18b)
The charts presented in Appendix C may be used to determine the angle
~ of a column, when the angle a and the moment M at one end are specified.
They ~ay also ,be used ,to fund the angle ,0: at one end of .8 column, when the
angle ~ and tqe moment M at the s~me end a~e known. As will be shown in
the later discussions, the use of these charts makes the solution to a sway
subassemblage possiblea The steps which were followed in preparing the
13
charts have been described in detail in an earlier report- The report
also includes e,xamples illustrating the procedure of using the charts in
column analysis.
The method developed for analyzing subassemblages in which the lower
external moment (Me)L ~nd the h9rizontal force Q are specified and the
maximum value of (Me)U is to be determined is summarized as follows.
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1. Select a value of Q and comp~te the correspond~rig. restraining
L
moment (M )L/M from the known moment-rotation characteri~tic of the lower
r y
restraining beam. The moment M of the column can then be determined fromL '
Eq. Ib, M- 1M, = (M, )L/M .. (M )L/M •-~ Y . e y; r y
2. Assume a 'tr,ial value for ·ll and determine the ratio ~ Ih which is
equal to the chord rotation of the column*. The shear force V can then be--
determined as the difference betweenQ and k6 (see Fig. l2b). Since the
axial force P is specified in a given problem, the angle ~ can be computed
from 1" = V/F. The surnt.of ~ and Q determines the angle a (Eq. ~'-t.6b).L' , , L \
3. With '\ and Mr./My' determine the artg l ef3" from the appropriate chart
in Appendix C. The chord angle ~/h can then be calculated from Eq. 17,
6. /h = ~ - 1;. This' value should be compared with that assumed in Step 2.
If the calculated 6/h ,does not agree with the assumed, a new 6. (or 6/h)
should be tried. The process is repeated until agreement is found.
,. 4. Knowing the defle'ction 6 and the shear V, tpe moments P 6 and Vh
can be determined. The following ~onvenient relationship ·may be used
for th'is purpose
P~,+Vh'.= P
My Py
h d .
. r .,z~ ~ (19)
in which d is the depth of the column section. The derivation of this
equation is given in Ref. 13.
* It is assumed here that in a given problem not only the slenderness
ratio h/r of the column m~mber is known, but also the actual ~ol~mn
length h.
** In the examples that follow the axial force is specified as the ratio
of P to p. The actual axial force can be determined by multiplying
this rati6 by P .
Y
5.' From th~ shear equilibrium condition~6f Eq. 15, the moment at
the upper end of the column can be determined, M 1M = M, lM -(P6 + VhYM .
U Y L Y Y
6. With Mu/~ and ~, determine th~ angle ~. from the chart used
previously in Step 3. The .joint rotation Q i~ th~n obtained from Eq. 16a,
D,
9 =a -1'.
V .U
,17. ;When QU is known, the restraining moment (Mr)U can be determined
from the moment rotation: relationship 'of the upper restraint, The
external Joint moment is then obtained by applying Eq, la, (M )U/M =e y
(~)u/~ + ~/My. This is the external moment consistent with the
initial lower joint rotat~on QL'
89 The above steps are repe~ted for several selected value of QL,
The results are then plotted in the form of a (Me)u/My VB. Q
L
(or ~ /h)
curve from which the maximum value of (M )' 1M can- be determined,
eu y
To analyze the 'case in which the two external moments (M) and
e D
(M
e
\ are specified and the maximum value of Q is 'to be determined, the
procedure described above has to be modified, In such a case, the shear
force V of the column is not known, and, consequently, the angle ~ can not
be determined, This complicates considetably the analysis and makes the
above method very diffiq.ult to apply. A'.-,~modified proced\lre for solving
I
subassemblages with unspecified horizontal force is therefore developed,
The first step in- this proc'edure, which is the same as that in the
. previous method, consists of selecting a value of QL,and determining th~.
corresponding column moment M" Since the'· horizontal force Q is not known,
L
the angle a can not be computed from Eq, 16b, It is therefore not
L
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possible to ,determine directly, th~ angle t3 by using the appropriate chart.
However, if a value of A is assumed, the corresponding value of a can~ , , L
be obtained from the chart, Whether the assumed ~ is correct or not may
be checked by the following procedure: Since (X, is now known, the angle
'L
T can be determined from ~ =,a
- Q
L
(Eq. 16b). Consequently, the
'L
rotation 6,/h is also known (from Eq. 17, 6. /h ~ t3 - 1:). When the assumed
value 9£ ~ is substituted into the .right hand side of Eq. 19, the bending
mament s due to 6. and V are de t~ rmined ., By 'knowing 6. and (p D. + VhVM " the
- y
shear force V can be ~alculated and a~n~w value of T (~ = VIP) is obtained.
If the assumed ~ is corr~ct, the ,angle t just determined dhquld agree with '
the 'T value used previous ly. Otherwise, a new '~".value is assumed and the
procedure is repeated until an agreement between the two,. values is found.
After the correct value, of ~ corresponding ·to the selected value of
Q is found, the shear force V and, in turn, the hori~ontal force Q ~
L
(Q = V + k~) can be determined, using the ,procedure just described. The
moment at the upper end of the column is determin~d from the shear equili-
brium condition of Eq. 15~
Mu = ~ (ML + P6. + Vb) = _, (~,. ~. ~ ~ d)
M M· " M ,p r 2r 13y y --y: y y
(20)
with M 1M .and ~ known, the chart in Appendix C is used to fdpd ~_; and,
U y , ' U
consequently, the upper joint rotation can be determined, Q
U
=.OU - T.
The known moment-rotation characteristic of the upper spri~g determines
the restraining moment (Mr)u/My corresponding. 'to the QU just found. The
sum of (M )U/Mand MU/M gives the external moment (M) . When this
r y y . e U
moment and the given (M) together with the horizontal force Q found in
e L
I \.
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the analysis are applied to the subassemblage, the rotation Q
L
produced
at the lowe,r Joint will be the rotation which was selected at the
beginning of the analysis.
Recall that the upper joint moment is a known quantity in the problem;
the external moment determined from the final step of, th~ above analysis
should therefore- be 'compared with: this~moment. If the co~puted external
~oment differs from the given moment, '8 new Q should be selected and the
L
above analysis is repeated. A correct value of Q is found when the upper
L
joint moment obtained from the ~nalysis -agrees with the given moment.
Accordingly, the ,horizontal force Q consist~nt with this Q is the correct
L
horizontal force which should be applied to the'subassemblage.
If all the above steps are repeated for different values of QL'
several pairs of Q and Q values may be obtained. The maximum value of Q
L
can be fou~d graphically by plotting the results in the form of a Q VB.
g (or 6 (h) curve and det~rmining the peak o.f the curve. Numerical
L
examples illustrating this procedure are given in Art. 3.3.
The method of. analysis outlined previously for subassemblages with
specified (M) and Q is now illustrated 'by the following example.
e L
Illustrative Example 4
PROBLEM:_ A .subassemblage whose column member has a slenderness ratio
of 30 is subjected s,imultaneously to external joint moments (M) and (M )L
e u e
and a horizontal force Q. In addition~ a vertical' force P = 0.6 P isy
applied on the top of the column. The lower external moment and the
horizontal force are given: (M )
e L 0.2 M and Q = 0.002 P. The- . y
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characteristics of the rotational springs a(e defined by (M) ~ 12.5 Q
r U U
M and (M) = 25 Q M, For simplicity, it is assumed that no lateral
y r L L Y
spring is attached to the structure (k = 0). It is required to determine
the relationship between (~)u and ~ /h and the maximum value of (Me)U'
SOLUTION: The step-by-step calculations made for this problem, are
summarized in Table 3. EacQ horizont~l row in the table records the
solution for a selected value of Q (given in Columnl). rhe nondimensional
, L
restraining moment (M )L/M corresponding to a given Q is obtained by
r Y L
multiplying the rotation by 25 (characteristic of the lower spring) and is
recorded in Column 2. The nondimensional column moment M 1M given inL y
Column 3 is the difference between (M ) 1M and (M ) 1M. Since there' is
eLy r L y
no lateral spring attached to the subassemblage, the shear in the column is
equal to the applied horizontal force, that is, ·V = Q. The angle T can
therefore be determined directly. By definition, it is given by T = ViP =
0.002*. The a~gebraic sum of T and Q gives the angle ~ (Column 4). The
L L
chart in App~ndix C corresponding to PIP = 0.6 and h/r = 30 is entered to
y
find the value of~. The chord rotation Alh which determines the magnitude
and direction of the sway deflection of the subassemblage is then obtained
from the relation ~/h = t3 - rr. The values of ~ and 6. /h are listed in
Columns 5 and 6, respectively.
"
The next step in the solution is to determine the moments caused by
the sidesway deflection and the shear forca V. From Eq. 19, it is known
that the sum of these moments (nondimensionalized by dividing the sum of
* If'-8 lateral spring is present) the sh,ear force in the column can not be
determined without knowing the deflection~. In· such a case the trial-
and-error procedure described in Steps 2 and 3 should b~ followed.
2J301l
P _h d·M ) is equal to r 2r ~ = O.~ · 30 · 1.15 ~ = 20.7 ~*. When theY PJ
value of t3 in Column 5 is multiplied by 20.7, the p~~duct gives directly
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The joint rotation 9
, U
-:~. The values of ~
U
the required moment sum (Column /) . Knowing the magnitude of M /M andL y
(P6+ Vh)/M , the upper column moment can be determined by applyingy
Eq. 200 This is done by taking the algebraic sum of the values in Columns
3 and 7 and changing its sign: The result is given in Column 8.
The angle ~U at the upper end of the column is obtained by entering
the same chart in Appendix C with M 1M and R.
, U Y I-'
is then determined from the relationship e = ~U U
and 9 are given, respectively, in Columns 9 and 10.
U
When g is known, the restraining moment (M ) 1M at the upper joint
U r U y
can be obtained by mul tiplying this' angle by 12.5 (characteristic of the
upper spring). This is recorded in Column 11. The algebraic sum of the
values in Columns 8 and 11 gives the external joint moment (M ) 1M
e u y
(listed in Column 12).
In this example a wi~de range of 9 values has been selected. The
~ L
results show that the subassemblage can sway in both directions, depending
on the magnitude of the upper joint moment (M ) . This can be seen more
e U
clearly from Fig. 13 in which the upper joint moment (M ) 1M (Column 12)
e U y
is plotted against the chord rotation ~/h (Column 6). When (M ) 1M is
e U y
* The ratio d/2r is taken 'to be 1.15 in this example. This is the value
for an 8 WF 31 section. However, for most 9f the available WF shapes,
this ratio is nearly constant.
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less than OQ125, the subassemblage always sways to the left. The structure
remains vertical when the upper join~ moment (M )u/M equals 0.1.25. In
e y
this case the secondary moment p. 6. is zero,
Figure 13 shows that the maximum external moment which can be applied
to the upper joint of the $ubassemblage is 0.295 M. Also shown in they
fi~ure is a (Me)u/My vs. 6./h curve for the same structure when no external
horizontal force is applied*. The maximum value of (M) for this case is
. e U
found to be 0035 M. A comparison of these results indicates that they
presence 'of the horizonta~ force causes considerable reduction in the
moment-carrying capacity ofI the subassemblage.
3.3 ANALYSIS OF SPECIAL CASES
(1) Subassemblages Loaded Without Horizontal Force
The analysis of a subassemblage subjected to external moment only is
somewhat simpler than that shown ~b.ove for the general case. If the
lateral spring is also absent, the analysis can be simplified even
further**Q (See FigQ 14a). In this case the angle T is equal to zero,
because V = O. Therefore a
L
= gL' aU = gu and ~ = ~/h. The secondary
moment ,due to the lateral displacement 6 is again determined by Eq. 19,
which is simplified to become
d
2r f3 (21)
When the moments ~/M and P~/M are known, the shear equilibrium condition
-L Y y
of Eq. 20 can be used directly to compute the moment M 1M. The following
U y
example will illustrate the analysis of -this special case.
* The analysis made for this cGlse is given in Art.. 3.3
** The next section will discuss the analysis of ~ubassemblage~with a
specified lateral spring.
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The 6ubassemb1age to be analyzed is the one use~ in Example 4, the
o~ly differe~ce being that in this example Q is assumed to be zero. The
solution is presented in a tabular form in Table 4. For each selected
value of Q (Column 1), eight steps are required to determine the corre~
L
spon~ing value of (M )U/M (Column 9). As in the previous example, the
e y.
computations also yield the column moments, M/M, and M 1M , the joint
-U y L Y
rotation eU and the chord rotation~/h. In Figo 15 the resulting
moments, ~/~, M.r.,/My and (Me)U/My' are plotted against the chord
rotation ~/h, which is actually a me~sure of the lateral displacement.
The solid line shows the relationship between the external moment (M )U/M
e' y
and the chord rotation 6/h of the subassemblage. This curve was also
given in Fig. 13 as a dashed line.
The sway character of the subassemblage may be studied by examining
the two curves in Fig. 15, one showing the relationship between MU/My and
~ Ih, and the other M 1M and .~/h*. The subassemblage tends to sway to
L Y
the left when the upper column moment MU/My is larger than the lower
column moment ML/My . When ML/My is la,rger than MU/My ' the structure sways
to the righto There is no sway when the two column moments are equal, but
acting in the opposite sense~. This fact is illustrated by the intersection
qf the two dashed curves on the ordinate. The external moment at the upper
jnint corresponding to no sway is equal to 0.167 M. If the two external
y
moments (M ) 1M and (M) are allowed to increase simultaneously (instead
e U Y e L
*
The curve for ML/M is plotted with the sign of the moment changed.
This is done for r~ason of convenienc~. It would therefore be
simpler, for purpose of discussion, to refer to both Mu/M and ML/M
by their absolute values. Y Y
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of one being fixed), the subassemblage will not sway when a constant ratio
of (Me)U/(Me)L = 0.167/0.200 =0.835 is maintained between the two moments.
From the results given irt Table 4 the deformed configu~atiDns of the
column for various values of (M )U/M can be determined. Four,~such
e y
configurations are 'sketched in Fig. 15. For low values of (M )U/M , the
e y
column is bent into a double curvature by two ,posttive end moments. The
two end rotations, 9 and 9 , and the chord rotation ~/h are all negative.
U L
When (M )U/M = 1.41, the upper joint rotation becomes zero, but the chord
e y
rotation is still negative. The low~r column moment has changed sign and
is now' positive. When (M )U/M is increased to 0.2, the lower joint
e y
rotat~on becomes zero, and the upper joint rotation and the chord rotation
are both' positive. The subassemblage now sways to the right. Any further
increase in the upper joint moment will produce ~ positive rotation at the
lower end.
Criterion of Adequacy
The adequacy of a subassemblage subject to sidesway due to unequal
external moments is insured if:
1. A~/h can be found such that the sum of the column moment and
the res training moment is equal to or greater than the applied J_oint moment
(22)
2. Another 6/h c'an be' found such that the sum of the column
moment and the restraining moment is ~qual to or less than the applied
joint moment,
(23)
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The second condition is necessary to insure that the upper external 'moment
is not smaller than the smallest possible value which a subassemblage
subjected to a given (M) can sustain.
e L
The proof of Inequalities 22 and 23 is analogous to the proof given
in Appendix D for subassemblages which can not sway.
(2) Subassemblages Having Specified Lateral Restraint
Another special case which can be studied analytically is the case in
which a subassemblage ~s loaded with external joint moments and is
restrained by a lateral spring with a stiffness k = p/h (Fig. l4b). The
reason for choosing such a stiffness is that the resisting force offered
by the spring nullifies completely the effect of secondary moment, p~ ,
on the strength of the subassemblage. For every sidesway deflection 6,
the spring reacts with a force P~/h. The resultant moment due to P and
P 6/h about the lower joint is
P"bP 6 - -:-- ,,".h: =i 0h '
Since 'there is no external horizontal force applied to the structure,
Eq. 15 can be reduced to
Mu+~ =0
or M = - M. Therefore, the insertion of a lateral spring having k
U L
p/h insures that the column member will always be bent in a single
curvature.
Because of the reduced number of variables involved, the analysis of
a subassemblage of this type is considerably simpler than that of a
general sway subassemblage. In this case, once the end rotation QL is
selected and the corresponding column moment M is determined, the
L
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rotation Q , the moment M" (M = - M ) and the chord rotation 6 /h can ,be
U 'U U L
readily ,foun~ witho~t resorting to the, charts in Appendix C. Instead,
the simpler charts presented in Appendi~ B may be· used.
Since it is known in the pr~sent problem that ~ = - ~, the rotation
YV (angle between the chord and, the tangent at the upper end) is equal to
-/1 0 Equations l8a and 18b can therefore be combined to 'yield
Qu = 9L + 21'
in which I is the positive angle between' the chord and the tangent at
(24)
the upper end (shown as I in Fig. l4b)-. The angle I corresponding to
", U
a given end moment Mij can be found from the appropriate chart in_Appendix B
(for the case of columns bent in a symmetrical single curvature). After
the value of / is found, Eq. 24 can be used to compute the angle g .
U
With Q known, the external moment (M) is readily determined by
U e U
applying the equilibrium condition of the upper joint. The chord
rotation corresponding to the known value of Q is given by Eq. 18a
U
~ /h = Q - ru
Thus, the "am'o.unt of sidesway is also determined.
Illustrative Example 6
Consider the case when a lateral spring having k = P!h is added to
the subassemblage of Example 5. Since the insertion of such a spring
has the effect of nullifying the secondary moment p~, the carrying
capacity of the subassemblage will be considerably increased. rhe step-
by-step calculations made for this example are given in Table 5, and the
results are summarized graphically in Fig. 16. 'In solving this example,
the moment versus rotation curve "of a column with h/r = 30 and PIP = 0.6
y
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and subjected to two equal, but 9pposite, ~nd moments is,used. This
curve can be found in the chart of Appendix B. The useful range of the
curve terminates at a maximum rotation of 0.0285 radian which' -corresponds
to the initiation of local -buckling of the column section*. The calcula-
tions g1ven in Table 5 therefore end when the value of I has reached this
limiting value.
The resulting external moment at the upper joint (M )U/M .. and the
e y
corresponding chord rotation ~/h of the subassemblage are plotted as a
solid line in Fig. 16. The maximum external moment that can be applied
to the subassemblage before the occurrence of local buckling in the
column -is found to be 0.985 M. Also shown in Fig. 16 is the resulty
obtained for the same subassemblage but with the upper rotational spring
removed (M = 0). -The maximum external moment for this case is equal to
r
0.39 M 0 A comparison of the two results shows that the presence of the
y
rotational restraint increases greatly the moment-carrying capacity of the
structure.
The increase in strength derived from the lateral spring can be seen
by compari~g the result of this example with that of Example 5. Such a
comparison is shown in Fig. 17. The maximum moment which can be carried
by the subassemblage with the specified lateral spring is almost three
times of that which can be carried by the same structure but without the
lateral spring. The great difference between the two maximum moments
indicates the importance of considering the effect of secondary moment
in the analysis of subassemblages permitted to sway.
* See Ref. 16 for details.
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(3) Subassemblages Pinned at One End
In many practical situations it will be found useful to have solutions
to subassemblages pinned at one end. Since the procedure for analyzing
such subassemblages is considerably ~impler than that described for the
general ~ase, it is possible to study the effect of variation of hori~
zontal force on the ~way displacement of the structures. A study of this
type is very time consuming for the more general subassemblage. The first
structure to be analyzed is a subassemblage pinned at the lower joint and
subjected to a horizontal force Q applied at the level: of ,the;upper joint
(Fig ~ l4c).
In this case, ~he equilibrium ' condition for the upper joint becomes
M + M = 0
r
or M = - M. When the rotation Q of this joint is selected in the solu-
r
tion and the restraining mome~~ M corresponding to this rotation is
r
computed from the known re~training function, thamoment M at the top of
the column is determined. The rotation 1 of the column (measured from
the chord to the tangent) corresponding to this moment may be obtained
from the appropriate chart in Appendix a (for the case of columns bent by
one end moment). The compatibility condition of Eq. 18a can then be used
to compute the chord rotation
D./h = Q - I
The shear equilibrium condition of Eq. 15 is reduced to
M + ptJ. + Qh = 0
or equivalently,
..~=-(~ +~)=-(~ +:y ~ h~}. (25)
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The last equation is derived by applying Eq. 21. Equation 25 determines
the horizontal force Q which is consistent with the selected joint
rotation 9.
Illustrative Example 7
PROBLEM: Determine the relationship between Q (or Qh/My ) and ~/h of
the subassemblage shown in Fig. 14c, assuming h 40r and P ~ 0.6 P .
y
The structure will be studied, for the following four restraining functions:
M
r
= 0 (pinned end), M = 100 Q M ,M = 200 Q M and M = 6<) (fixed end).
. r y r y r
SOLUTION: The computations for the cases with M = 100 Q M and
r y
200 e M are tabulated in Table 6 and the results are plotted in Fig. 18.
Y
The procedure outlined above has been followed closely in the solution.
The case with M = 0 is equivalent to a pinned end column free to sway
r
at the top. In this case.
M= 0
consequently,
Qh = - p~
or
Qh
---.-. =
M
Y
p
p
y
h
r
d
2r
A
h - 27. 6 ~
This shows that a negative horizontal force (acting toward the left) is
required in order to keep the column displaced in the~positive direction.
The above equation is plotted as a straight line passing through the
origin in Fig. 18. ~P the other extreme case in which M =~, the joint
r
rotation Q is always zero, and the·"chord rotation~/h equals - r. The
horizontal force is again given by
d
2r ~)= -(~ - ~y ~
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When a value of l is ~ssumed, the. moment M/M can be found from the appro-y
priate chart contained in Appendix B. The above equation may be used to
determine the horizontal force Q consistent with the as~umed /.
The results of this example show clearly the significant effect of
the rotational restraint. The subassemblage is unstable, if ·the restraint
is not pr~sent. As the stiffness of the restraint increases, the ultimate
strength of the structure increases accordingly~' The horizontal force
reaches the absolute maximum when the r~s~raint becomes infinitely stiff.
For this example the maximum value of Q is equal~to 0.226 M Ih.
y
Figure 18 also shows that the "horizontal force Q changes its sign as
the rotational stiffness of the restraint increases from 0 to 100 My.
There is a value of the stiffness for which the subassemblage can carry
no horizontal force (Q = 0). The structure tends to buckle laterally
under the applied axial force. The required stiffness can therefore be
determined by a buckling analysis and is found to be 44 M. A detailed
y
description of the buckling analysis is presented in Art. 3.4.
The Effect of External Joint Moment
It is now of interest to study the effect of an external moment M on
e
the .load-deformation behavior of the subassemblage. The deformed
configuration of the subassembl~ge ~s shown in Fig. 14d. The structure
may be analyzed by the procedure described above and illustrated in Example
7. The effect of the external moment is taken into account in the joint
equilibrium equation which is written a~
M M + M
e r
273.11
or
M = M M
e r
Therefore, the moment at the upper end of the cq1umn is equal to the
difference between Me and Mr.
In Fig. 19 three curves showing the relationship between the
-45,
horizontal force Qh/M and the chord rotation ~/h of the su~assemblagey
considered in the previous example are plotted. The restraining function
of the spring is assumed to be M = 100 9 M .
r y
for three values of the external moment: M
e
The curves are computed
= - 0.2 M ,M = 0 and Me =y e
0.2 My. The significant concept illustrated by the curves is that the
external moment will either help the subassemblage resist more horizontal
force or reduce the subassemblage's ~iliaad-carrying capacity, depending on
the sense of the moment. If M is counterclockwise, it acts as a
e
restraining moment; and if M is clockwise, it hinders the resistance to
e
horizontal force.
3.4 BUCKLING OF SUBASSEMBLAGES
The term "buckling" in this report ref~rs to the existence of more
than one position of equilibrium for a subassemblage subjected to a given
set of loads. The phenomenon is frequent}y described in the literature
as the bifurcation of equilibrium positions, and is a typical failure
mode for subassemblages which are loaded by vertical forces and are
'permitted to sway. In such a case, there exists a value of the vertical
load ,P (called buckling or critical load) for which the structure can
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either remain straight or buckle into an adjacent ~~ayed configuration.
When this occurs, the structure is siid .to have failed by sidesway
buckling.
In this section, procedures for the determination of the buckling
load of 8ubassemblages are developed. An analytical expression will first
be derived for the case of a subassemblage pinned at one end, This expres~
sian results in the solution to a frame buckling problem which has been
17
investigated previously by conventional methods However, the expression
derived herein is in a form which can be readily generalized to inelastic
structures. Finally, a method using the charts in Appendix C will be
developed for the more general case of a subassemblage restrained at both
ends. This method is again valid for the elaatic as well as the inelastic
range of structural action.
(1) Subassemblages Pinned at One End
Consider the subassemblage shown in Fig. 20a. The lower end of its
column 'is pinned, while the upper end is restrained by a rotational
spring.: The structure is permitted to translate in the lateral direction.
If the applied load P is below the critical value, the subassemblage
remains in a straight position, and no bending moment exists in any
section of the column. When P is equal to the critical value, there
exists an adjacent sway~d configuration which is in equilibrium with P
and the additional moments 5 M and oM developed due to the sway
r
displacement. (See Fig, 2Gb). The swayed configuration is characterized
by the joint rotation 5Q, the' displacement o~, and the rotation between
the chord and the tangent, 0/, First order expression~ for ~5M and 5 Mare:
r
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8M dM=- o ydr
and
dM
oM r' 5 Q
r = dQ
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(26)
(27)
These relationships are justified because both 5 9 and 0 yare considered
to be infinitesimally small quantities. The joint equilibrium condition
requires
oM +5M=O
r
or, when the above relationships are sub~tituted,
dMr dM5 9 +-0/:;;:0
de d:r
The shear equilibrium of the column m~mber yields
6M+P 0.6=0
or
dM
d:y o :y+ Po6 =O
(28)
(29)
From compatibility considerations, the quantities 59, 56 and 6:r are
related by the following equation
Substituting Eq. 30 into Eqs. 28 and 29 leads to the following set of
equations:
(30)
dM o~
- CIJtl = 0 (31)
dM
dy
5 Q + (Ph - dM) 5A ::; 0
dl h
(32)
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Equations 31 and 32 are two linear homogeneous equations in the two
\ unknowns 6 Q and 0 L/h. As usual, a nontrival solution is pass ible if
and only if the determinant of the coefficients vanishes; this represents
the characteristic equation of the problem. The vanishing of the deter-
minant corresponds to...
'( dM +
, dQ
2
dM) + (dM) = 0
d l dy
(33)
After some algebraic manipulations, Eq. 33 can be simplified to become
+
1
dM
~
1
=
. 'Ph (34)
This is the basic expression which may be used to determine the critical
load of the subassemblage.
If the response of the column and the restraint to the~moments dM and
dM is linear, the derivatives in Eq. 34 can be easily evaluated as the
r
slopes of the M VB. I and M vSo Q lines. The solution of Eq, 34 gives
r
the elastic buckling load of the structure. In subassemblages whose
buckling load is higher than the load which causes initial yielding, or whose
restraining member has nonlinear properties, ~the relationships between M and
7 and M
r
and Q are no longer linear. The derivatives dM/d l and dMr/dQ are
the slopes of the moment-rotation curves at I = 0 and g. = 0, provided that
the initial position of the subassemblage is vertical and straight*. If
the initial 'position is vertical but the subassemblage is bent by an
external joint moment, the derivatives must be evaluated at points
corresponding to r = I' and Q = Q., The quantities Y1' and Q1' are th~
1 1·
initial or prebuckling rotationi '~f the structure**.
* The critical load determined by using these derivatives will be the
tangent modulus load of inelastic buckling.
** If the chord of the column member remains straight, the rotation I'
1is equal to g. 0
~
o
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The use of the critical condition of Eq. 34 may be illustrated by
analyzing the elastic buckling of a simple subassemblage whose
-49
restraining member has a linear characteristic. The restraining function
is defined by
M = C Q
r
in which C is a constant. The derivative of M with respect to 9 is
r
therefore equal to
The moment VB. rotation relationship of the column has been derived in
Ref. 17 and i~ given by
(35)
(36)
M= Ph tan A h.
-------7
tan A. h - . X.h
(37)
in which i\. is defined as
A= I E~
The derivative of M with respect to I is
Ph tan A. h
= tan ~ h - Ah
(38)
(39)
When Eqs. 36 and 39 are substituted into Eq. 34, the following equation
for determing the critical load is obtained
1
+C
tan A h - A h _ 1
Ph tan X h - Ph (40)
This equation can be simplified and rearranged to b~come
eli
A h tan A h = EI
The solution of this simple transce~enta~ equation gives the critical
load expressed in terms of E, I, h, and C.
(41)
in which Ib'and
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Equation 41 can be shown to be also the solution for the sidesway
buckling of a pinned base portal frame. In such a case, the cross beam
of the frame is considered to be the restraining member and its moment
vs. rotation relationship is given by M =6Elb
r ~
Lb are, respectively, the moment of inertia and the length of the beam.
The constant C is therefore equal to 6EI /L. When this is substituted
b b
into Eq. 41, the buckling cohdition loi the frame is obtained.
Ali tan r..-h (42)
This equation checks with the solution given in Ref. 17 for the same
problem.
(2) Buckling Analysis of ·General Subassemblages
The method developed above can also be applied to subassemblages
having rotational restraints attached at both joints (Fig. 2la), but the
number of variables involved in the analysis is increased considerably.
In a general subassemblage, the existence of an adjacent configuration
".
requires that a set of deformations 0 eU' 0 eL , 0 b.., 0 I'U and 8 I'L exists
(Fig. 21b), and that equilibrium of the subassernblage be maintained with
the load P equal to the critical load. The deformed configuration of the
column member shows that the angles 5 y aha 5 r ,are given in terms of
U L
o Q , 5 9 and 56/h by the following equations
U '4
(43a)
and
6 I' -,;:: 5 Q ..;. ob·
L L h'·· (43b)
Thus, the total number of the independent deformation variables is equal
to three.
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The restraining momet:J.ts 0 (Mr}u and 0 (Mr)L" developed in the
re~traints, and the column moments 8 M and 6 M , should satisfy the
U L
joint equilibrium conditions:
and
5 (M )j + 0 M = 0
r ./ l L
.{ -./
In addition, the column moments 5 M and'5 M
U ' L
(44a)
(44b)
are related to the, lateral
displacement' '5~ by . the ,shear equilibrium equation
(45)
The moments 0 (Mr)u, 0 (Mr)L' 0 M
U
and 5 Mx. can be expressed in terms of
the deformation variables 5 QU' o 9L , 5 )' .as follows:L
6 (M ) d(Mr)U o Qr U dQ
u U
(M) ='
d.(Mr)L
0 deL 6 9Lr L '
oM oMU 5 I.. +
() MU
= o /LU o/'D U o/L
and
o~
o/L +
()~
o /VoM =
L OIL OlU
(46a)
(46b)
(47a)*
(47b)*
These are again the first order expressions of the moments. When these
expre,ssions ~re com,bined with Eqs. 44 and 45, a set of three simultaneous
equations in the five unknowns 5 9
U
' 0 9
L
,. 5.0./h, 5 I'U and 0 I'L is obtained.
* In these expressions, the angles 7U and I are assumed to be the
independent variables. Detailed discussihn on the choice of the
appropriate independent variables can be found in Ref. 13.
'..
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The unknowns 8 7U and 8 7L can b~ eliminated by the u~e of- Eqs. 43a and
,43b, and the resulting equations contain only three variables. Once again
a'nontrivial solution of the set of equations exists if the determinant
of the coefficients is equal to zero. This leads directly the.the buckling
condition of the general subassemblabe fro~which the critical load can
be determined.
In certain practi~al situations, it is sometimes desired to check
whether or not a given subassemblage is~ stable under a certain load.
Such a check can be made readily without knowing the actual critical load
of the structure. A conveniertt method for checking the stability of
portal frames which are permitted to sway has been developed in Ref. 18.
The criterion for stability ~sed in the method is. as follows: Under a
given set of applied loads, if an external horizontal force is required
to cause sidesway, then the structure is stable. Buckling will occur when
the structure can deform laterally without the application of any
horizontal force.. This criterion is also applicable to the general
.; "',
subassemblages considered here. The requirement for stability is that
the sum of the column moments 0 ¥U and 0 M
L
corresponding to an assumed
lateral deflection 5~ should be greater than the moment P 56~
Expressed mathematically, the condition for stability is
5 M + 0' M >. P 5 b.
U L
The assumed 5~ may be consider~d as the'sway deflection produced by a
certain external force acting in the direction of the deflection. In the
following discussion, a modification to this criterion will be presented
and a graphical method based on the modified criterion will, be described.
The new method makes use'of the charts contained in Appendix C.
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If a rotation 6 Q is introduced at .the lower joint of the subassemb1age
L
o~. Fig. 21a, a sidesway configuration as shown in Fig. 2lb results. This
configuration i,s characterized by the deformations 0 e
U
' 0 e
L
, o.6./h,
6 land 0 l' These deformations must satisfy the compatibility relations
U L
of Eq. 43. Since .there is no external "moment applied at the lower joint,
the sum of the momepts 0 (Mr)L and 0 ~ corresponding to the angle 0 eL
shotild be iero. In addition, shear equilibrium of the column requires that
6 M + 0 M + P o~ = 0U L
The supassemblage is stable~ and remains in its straight position under the
load P, if the sum of the moments 6 (M) and 5 M is positive, that is
r U U
The above inequality implies that the buckled config~ration can not be
maintained unless an external moment is applied at the joint,~
Based on the above criterion a procedure for checking the stability of
a subassemblage is developed. In using this procedure, the lower joint of
the subassemblage is first rotated ·through an angle 5 9L, and the corre~
sponding restraining moment 5 (Mr)L is determined from the known restraining
function 0 Equilibrium of the lower joint determines the column moment
?slv{~
6 M
L
(0 ML5 (M
r
\). With ;~t. and 6 eL known, the charts in Appendix C
can be used to find the chord rotation 5 ~ Ih·. * The moment P 56.
correspondin~ to this chord rotation is then determined by applying Eq. 21.
The moment 0 MU developed at the uppe~ end of the column is found ,·from the
shear equilibrium condition, 5 M
U
6 M - P 56.. The same chart can
L
* The analysis is similar to that illustrated in Example 5. In using
the' charts in Appendix C, 0 eL should be identified as a:L
and 0 f::,,/h as 13.
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now be used to find ·the 'upper joint rotation 5 Q corresponding to the
U
values of '06/h and '0 M
U
just determined. With '0 9
u
known, the restraining
moment 5 (M )~ :~an b~ found from the uP,per restraining function. The
r;U "
external moment 0 (Me)U which as to be applied to the upper joint in order
to maintain the deformed shape -(characterized by 5 Q , 6 Q 'and 56/h) is
U L
equal to the sum of 6 (M )U· and 5 M. If 5 (M.) is found to be pos~tive
r U -~e U
for a positive 66 , then the subassemblage is stable under the given load.
Illustrative Example 8
PROBLEM: A subassemblage whose column height h is equal to 30r is
loaded by. a constant vertical force P = 0.8 P .., The restraining functionsy
of the upper and lower springs are defined by (Mr)U = n My 9
U
and (Mr)L =
n/ 2 M 9 ,respectively. The parameter which defines the stiffness of
Y L,
the restraints is considered to be a variable. It is requir~d to determine
the optimum value of n so that the subassemblge will just buckle under
the applied load P.
SOLUTION: A series of n values is first selected and is listed in
the first column of Table 7. For each value of n, the subassemb1age is
checked for its stability by using the procedure just developed. This
check starts from an assumed -rotation 6 QL (Column 2) and ends with an
external joint moment 5 (Me)U (Column 10). A positive 6 (Me)U indicates
that the value of n is higher than n ; the structure is therefo~~,. safe
opt
to carry the given load. The optimum value of n is reached when the
external moment becomes zero. The results obtained in Table 7 are shown
as a n VS. 0 (M) curve in Fig. 22. The intercept of this curve on the
e U
n -axis gives the value of n
opt
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4. SUBASSEMBLAGES COMPRISED OF BEAMS AND COLUMNS
The various methods developed above are for subassemb1ages in which
the end restraint provided by the beams is represented by·rothtional
r
springs. The columns in the subassemhlages are subjected to compressive
forces which remain constant throughout .the application of the external
joint moments. For sqbassemblages consisting of real beams and columns,
the compressive force will generally change with the external moments
because of the reactions developed at the ends of the beams. A simple
example will illustrate this point.
Consider the subass~mblage shown in Fig. 23a. The column in the
subassemblage is restrained at the upper end by a rotational spring and
is subjected to a constant vertical force P and a joint moment M. In
e
this case, the axial thrust in the column is not increased or decreased
by the moment M and is always equal to P. For a subassemblage whose
e
column is restrained by an actual beam (Fig. 23b), the magnitude of the
axial thrust depends upon the applied moment. Assuming that the moment
carr~ed by the beam is M
b
, the shear developed at the ends is equal to
M /L. This shear is su~sequently transmitted to the column and causesb .
an increase in the axial thrust.* The true axial thrust in the column
is therefore equal to P + M /L. Thus, the error involved in assuming a
b
constant thrust is
Error =
M
.b
LP
(48)
* If the direction of the external moment is reversed, the shear force
will cause a reduction in "the axial thrust.
~56 ,
In many practical instances this error will be relatively small.
However, it can be included in the procedures developed herein without
much difficulty. The necessary steps for finding an equilibrium
configuration for the subassemblage shown in Fig. 23b are as follows:
Corresponding to an assumed end rotation G, the beam moment is determined
3EI
from the expression M =. ~~ g in which the term 3EI/L may be identified
b
as the stiffness of the restraining beam.* The axial thrust in the column
3EI,
is therefore equal to P +, L2 .' Q. Since both the end rotation and the
axial thrust are now known, the column moment M can be determined by
c
entering the appropriate ch.;lrt in Appendix B'. T~e summation of Me and Mb
gives the external moment M corre~ponding to ,the as~um~d Q.
e
Thus, when necessary the effect of beam shear can be included in the
analysis of subassemblages. Also if it is neglected the error can be
easily estimated from Eq. 48.
"!( This is also the stiffness of the' rqtational spring of the structure
shown in Fig. 23a.
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5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
It has been shown that the presence of bracing members in a multi-
story frame affects greatly the behavior and strength of the structure.
Multi-story frames are therefore classif~ed into two categories: braced
frames and unbraced frames. ·The analysis and design of the members in
the two types of frames can be accomplished by partitioning the· entire
frame into subassemblages, each consisting. of a column and several
adjacent beams. In a braced ·frame, sidesway movement is prevented by
bracing; and its subassembiages usually remain vertical and are called
nonsway subas'Semblages. The deformation of a subassemblage in an unbraced
frame often involves sidesway. This type of subassemblage is referred to
as a sway subassemblage.
Methods have been developed for analyzing both the sway and nonsway
subassemblages. The various cases of general and special subassemblages
that are treated in this report are summarized in Fig. 3. In the case of
nonsway subassemblages, the analysis ·gives the moment versus joint rotation
relationship in the elastic and inelasti.c range and also the maximum joint
moment that can be applied to a given subassemblage. The analysis of a
general nODsway subassemblage was discussed in Art. 22, and the procedure
developed was illustrated by an example shown in Fig. 5. The result of
this example revealed the possibility of establishing a general criterion
which defines the limit of stability of a nonsway subassemblage. Such a
criterion was expressed mathematically by Eq. 8. It was pointed out that
for practical applications the criterion for adequacy, as stated by Eqs. 9a
and 9b, is more convenient and can be used to check whether a given
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subassemblage is adequate for supporting the applied load. Four special
types of subassemblages shown in Fig. 6, were studied in Art. 2.5 by the
methods developed previously for analyzing restrained columns. 5
An additional problem which can be solved by applying the general
method for nqnsway subass~mblages is the determination of the ultimate
strength of beam-columns continuous over several supports. The structure
is loaded simultaneously by axial forces and bending moments applied at
the level of the supports (Fig. 9). The method of solution for this
problem was outlined in ,Art. 2.6 and its application has been illustrated
by an example (Fig. 10). The solution has its practical importance in the
design of columns in braced frames.
The analysis of subassemblages permitted to sway was treated in detail
in Arts. 3.2 and 3.3. In analyzing this type of subassemblage, it was
f6~nd necessary to include three additional effects which do not occur in
nonsway subassemblages. These are the effects of sway deflection,
horizontal force and lateral restraint. General methods which may be used
to determine the strength of a given subassemblage (either the maximum
moment o.r the maximum horizontal force) were pr.esented. The methods were
later modified to become special methods for four types of subassemblages
shown in Fig. 14. These methods we~e described in Art. 3.3 and applied to
three example problems. Analysis of the results obtained from these
examples led to the following conclusions:
1. The presence of a horizontal force acting in the direction of
the sway displacement causes a reduction in the moment-carrying
capacity of a subasse'mblage (Fig. 13).
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2. For the case of a subassemblage loaded by two joint moments
the direction of sidesway depends on the magnitude and the
sense of the a~plied moments., It is possible tha~ corresponding
to certain combinations of the two moments the 8ubassemblage
may remain vertical (Fig. 15).
3. The secondary moment "resulting from sway deflection reduces
appreciably the ultimate strength of,a subassemb1age (¥ig. 17).
The reduction is particularly significant if high axial
force is present in the column. This fact indicates the need
of considering the effect of deformation in, the analysis and
design of unbraced building frames.
4. ,The maximum horizontal force that can be carried by a subassemblage
increases as the stiffness of the rotational restraint increases,
but approaches a limit when the restraint becomes infinitely
stiff (Fig. 18).
A study on the sidesway buckling of subassemblages was made in Art. 3.4.
Both analytical and numerical methods were developed for determining the
critical load of two types of subassemblages. It was shown that the buckling
strength of a general subassemblage also depends on the stiffness of the
restraining beams.
The various procedures pres~nted in this report for analyzing sway and
nonsway subassemblages are being used in developing methods for the analysis
and design of multi-story frames. Such methods will be described in future
reports.
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APPENDIX D PROOF OF CRITERION,FOR ADEQUACY
The criterion for adequacy presented in Art. 2,4 for a non-sway
subassemblage can be proven as follows:
1. Consider the curve of Fig. 5~ which defines the relationship
between (Me)U and 8L for a given subassemblage, On this
curve, the following may b~ observed:
a, Point B co~responds to the limit of stability
b. Points to the left of point B are stable
c. Points to the right of point B are unstable
d. There is one stable point corresponding to each
(Me)U between the limit of stability and the abscissa
e. There is one unstable point corresponding to each
(Me)U between the limit of ,stability and some lower
limit (corresponding to local buckling or hinge
formation)
2. An end rotation 9L corresponding to an (Me)u can be:
a. At the limit of stability
b. A stable configuration
c. An unstable configuration
3. If 8 is at the limit of stability (point B), then under
L
the moment [(M ) J ,th~ 8ubassemblage is in equilibrium and
e U B
just stable. Therefore, it is adequate under any (M) ~
e U
[ (M) l ·e U B
-72
4. If 9 is to the left of point B, say point A, the
L
subassemblage is in equilibrium and stable under the
moment [(M) ] . Therefore, it is adequate under any
e U A
(Me)U~ [(Me)U] A
5. If 8 is to- the right of point B, say point C, the
L
subassemblage is in equilibrium but' unstable under the
moment [<M) J · However, from I-d and 1-e,' if there
e U C
is an unstable configuration corresponding to [CMe)u] C'
there must also be one which' is· stable under the same
moment [<M') ] . Therefore, an' angle Q corresponding
e U C L
to an unstable configuration insures the existance of a
smaller angle corresponding to a stable configuration which
will resist the same unbalanced moment. As a result, the
subassemblage is adequate under any (Me)u~ [(Me)uJC·
6. Since all the possible cases have been examined, it can be
concluded that:
IF AN ANGLE 9L IS FOUND WHICH RESULTS IN AN (Me)U EQUAL TO
OR GREATER THAN THE EXISTING ONE, THE SUBASSEMBLAGE IS
ADEQUATE TO RESIST THE APPLIED LOADS.
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FIG. 16 ANALYSIS OF A SWAY SUBASSEMBLAGE WITH SPECIFIED
LATERAL RESTRAINT (ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE 6)
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FIG. 17 COMPARISON OF MOMENT VS. SWAY RELATIONSHIPS OF A
SUBASSEMBLAGE WITH AND WITHOUT LATERAL RESTRAINT
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FIG. 18 ANALYSIS OF A SWAY SUBASSEMBLAGE WITH ONE END
PINNED AND SUBJECTED TO A HORIZONTAL FORCE
(ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE 7)
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FIG. 19 ANALYSIS OF A SWAY SUBASSEMBLAGE WITH ONE END
PINNED AND SUBJECTED· TO A HORIZONTAL FORCE AND
AN EXTERNAL MOMENT
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FIG. 20 BUCKLING OF A SUBASSEMBLAGE WITH ONE END PINNED
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FIG. 21 BUCKLING OF A GENERAL SUBASSEMBLAGE
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FIG. 22 BUCKLING ANALYSIS OF A GENERAL SUBASSEMBLAGE
(ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE 8)
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FIG. 23a SUBASSEMBLAGE COMPRISED OF ROTATIONAL·SPRING
AND COLUMN
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FIG. 23b SUBASSEMBLAGE COMPRISED OF BEAM AND COLUMN
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9. NOTATION
= Stiffness of restraining member (see Eq. 35)
Depth of se'ction
= Young 1 s modulus
Symbol representing restraining function
Height of 8ubassemblage
Moment of inertia
= Stiffness of lateral spring
Length of beam
= Moment at upper enq of column
Moment at lower end of column
= _External moment applied at upper joint
External moment applied at lower joint
Restraining moment offered by upper spr~ng
= Restraining moment offered by lower spring
= A parameter defining the stiffness of rotational restraint
(see Example 8)
= Axial force in column
Axial yield force of column cross section
Q
r
v
a.
=
=
=
Horizontal force
~/~
M 1MU L
,Radius of gyration about strong axis
Shear in column
Angle between thrust line and tangent at one end of column
Angle between thrust line and chord of column
273011
cr
y
't'
=
=
=
Angle between tangent and chord of column
Sway displacement
Symbol indicating small variation of certain guantity
Joint rotation = angle between vertical and tangent
j p/EI
Yield stress of material
Angle between thrust line and vertical
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